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An accurate solution method of the nonlinear Muskingum model ͑simulation/prediction procedure͒ is essential to the parameter estimation of the model ͑calibration/optimization procedure͒. In the simulation procedure, for a given inflow hydrograph the outflow hydrograph is determined. In this stage, different solution methods may produce different results. However accurate and standard methods should generate similar results.
In the original paper, Tung's method reported by Geem ͑2006͒, is used to solve the model ͑simulation stage͒ and particle swarm optimization is used to estimate the parameters ͑calibration stage͒. Tung's method is the same as Euler's method. The Euler's method is a first-order method, meaning that the error per step is on the order of ⌬t 2 . This makes the Euler's method less accurate ͑for the same small values of ⌬t = time interval͒ than other higherorder techniques such as the Runge-Kutta method. The Euler's method is not often used except as a simple example to introduce the numerical integration methods. Euler's method is not very accurate to solve the nonlinear Muskingum model. This method results in inaccurate simulations based on the governing equations and should not be used by the robust optimization methods for parameter estimation of the nonlinear Muskingum model.
In current research two methods are introduced to solve the nonlinear Muskingum model. These methods are compared with Tung's ͑Euler's͒ method using the example presented in the original paper ͓Wilson ͑1974͒ data͔. The results show that Euler's method is not accurate enough to solve the model. Since the simulation procedure is a base for optimization procedure, it is proposed to use an accurate and standard method to solve the nonlinear Muskingum model.
It should be noted that inaccurate solution methods may generate good results in the calibration stage but generally these methods are not reliable for the prediction stage. This issue may be attributed to the calibration procedure for finding the optimal 
